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TOLT
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Our Tolt Collection offers a lighter look at communal 

space furniture with the focus on angles, depth and 

perception. The pieces are casual - approachable - with 

a contemporary take on mid century flair.  The juxtaposi-

tion of cool metal with warm, natural wood is really the 

cornerstone of the collection. The way the two play off 

and contrast one another highlights our commitment 

to finding the inherent beauty in the materials with 

which we work. The stacked steel and wood base, the 

angular legs, the triangle details that find their place in 

every piece - all of this amounts to a dedication to quality 

wood and metal furniture.

tolt collection
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tolt collection - tables
Steel details abound in every piece of this collection. The steel plate accentuates the legs while the triangle 
widens the base. Both elements serve to direct the eye and add drama to the relatively simple form. 

TOLT TABLE - WOOD
Solid wood or premium plywood top on tapered, an-
gled wood legs with steel details

SIZES
8ft  42”W x 96”L x 29.5”H
10ft  42”W x 120”L x 29.5”H
12ft  42”W x 144”L x 29.5”H

DETAILS
Solid wood top composed of multiple slabs

TOLT TABLE - METAL
Solid wood or premium plywood top on tapered, an-
gled steel legs with triangle steel detail

SIZES
8ft  42”W x 96”L x 29.5”H
10ft  42”W x 120”L x 29.5”H
12ft  42”W x 144”L x 29.5”H

DETAILS
Steel base allows for concealed wire management; 
also available in standing height option at 41”H
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tolt collection - credenzas

TOLT CREDENZA
Solid wood or premium plywood case and sliding 
doors with steel back plate and leg detail

SIZES
Small         19.5”W x 56.5”L x 30”H (2 sections)
Large         19.5”W x 84”L x 30”H (3 sections)
  

DETAILS
Sections can be customized with a shelf, one drawer, 
three drawers or left open

In both the large and small credenzas, the same stacked metal and wood leg is put into action while the 
triangle detail is alluded to in the drawer pulls.

make it yours

STANDARD METAL FINISHES

SEA SHELL WHITE SILVER GLIMMER METALLIC BRONZESATIN NICKEL

MATTE BLACK BRONZE STORM BLUEMATTE BLACK 

WOOD FINISHES

MAPLE SNOW OAK SNOW WALNUT SNOW SV MONTEREY

MAPLE NATURAL OAK NATURAL WALNUT NATURAL SV RIFT WHITE OAK

MAPLE CARAMEL OAK CARAMEL WALNUT CARAMEL SV VG FIR

MAPLE NUTMEG OAK NUTMEG WALNUT NUTMEG SV QTR TEAK

MAPLE EARTH OAK EARTH WALNUT EARTH SV WENGE

MAPLE DISCOVERY OAK DISCOVERY WALNUT DISCOVERY SV NAPA

MAPLE HEMATITE OAK HEMATITE WALNUT HEMATITE SV PS WALNUT

MAPLE PORTOBELLO OAK PORTOBELLO WALNUT PORTOBELLO SV GUN METAL EBONY

MAPLE RAVEN OAK RAVEN WALNUT RAVEN
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